Enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate of Rhodamine 6G molecules coupled into transverse Anderson localized modes in a wedge-type optical waveguide.
In this paper, the dynamics of the spontaneous emission rate of Rhodamine 6G dye molecules, coupled into disorder-induced optical cavities in a scattering medium, is investigated by a time-resolved spectroscopic technique. The system is a wedge-type wave-guiding system formed by a polymer with randomly positioned air inclusions. The scattering of light in the medium induces transverse Anderson localization, which gives rise to quasi-optical modes or Anderson-localized cavities. The presence of these modes strongly enhances the decay emission of the emitters. The waveguide is fabricated by a conventional fiber drawing technique inside a fused silica micro-rod. Localized optical modes are observed to appear in the form of sharp spectral resonance peaks at various frequencies throughout the photoluminescence spectrum of the dye molecules. The spontaneous emission rate of the molecules on resonance with the localized modes is measured to enhance by a factor of up to 6.8, which elucidates that the transverse Anderson localization enables an efficient way to alter the spontaneous emission rate of quantum emitters in an optically asymmetric simple wedge-type photonic waveguide, offering a moderate alternative to highly engineered sophisticated light-wave devices.